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I, Jeanni Cho , of 660 H His Stre t, t e City of H lif x, in he Pro ince of Nova Seo ia
hereby AFF RM as ollo s:
1.

I su mit thi Rejoinde W tness S atement to address er ain allegation in the December

6 2 19 Reply Memori 1by Re olut Forest Produ t In . ( Resolut "). I do not res ond o ve1y
statement m de n Re olute' Re ly but ha sho ld n t be ta en t mean that I agree

it any

char cte ization o s atem nt not ddressed in this wit ess statement.
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4.

This is akin to a bank stipulating ce1tain conditions before releasing the funds to the

bonower under a mo1tgage agreement, such as obtaining a home inspection report, an electrical
compliance ceitificate and property surveys. Since a bank cannot control whether a home is
strncturally sound, compliant with the electrical code or built on residential zoned land, the
bank will stipulate that proper and satisfact01y ceitifications must be obtained by the bonower
before loan money is disbursed. This is prndent lending practice, but it does not mean that the
bank's approval was necessa1y to obtain those ce1t ifications from third paities or that it had any
control over the outcome of those distinct processes.
RESOLUTE'S ALLEGATIONS REGARDING THE GNS' FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR
PORT HAWKESBURY
5.

I would like to provide my views on other allegations in Resolute's Reply Memorial

regarding the financial assistance provided to Port Hawkesbmy.
6.

Resolute makes various statements to the effect that the GNS intended to ha1m Resolute

by providing Po1t Hawkesbmy a "viitual guarantee to become immediately and remain in
perpetuity No1th America's lowest cost producer."4 I do not believe this accurately reflects the
motivations of Nova Scotia. We were focused on determining whether a reasonable amount of
financial assistance could enable Po1t Hawkesbmy to potentially operate profitably taking into
account the potential market risks and oppo1tunities as well as the negative impact on the
Province 's economy were the mill to close pe1manently. Whether the company would be
profitable, let alone achieve its " lowest cost" goal, depended on many factors that were not in
the control of the Government of Nova Scotia.
7.

Resolute also states that the GNS

not think this is a fair or accurate characterization.
8.

In assessing whether EDRT should provide financial suppo1t to a company through the

Province 's Jobs Fund (and if so, how much and under what te1ms), we would on occasion seek
advice from outside consultants to info1m us about the market and help us to analyze the
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MAY CONTAIN RESTRICTED ACCESS AND CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

[n my experience, such market predictions are uncertain
because they operate without perfect information. especially with respect to other market
participants and dynamics.
9.

Based on our understanding of PWCC's business plan,

'

7

·we were

hopeful that Port Hawkesbury had a chance to successfully reopen without significant market
disruption over the long-term. We recognized that there were many uncertainties and risks,
including the possibility that the new owner of the mill would not be successful.

••••I

In fact, I understand that Resolute's Kenogami mill is still
operating today.

***
I affinn that the foregoing is true and correct.
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